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There is a long tradition of taking current engineering devices

as models of how nature itself works. Starting in the

eighteenth century, new techniques to control motion in

practical uses were adapted to create lifelike models of

animals and humans, often populating royal gardens with

marvelous lifelike creatures. It was tempting to suggest that

the brain itself operates with its own instantiation of such

mechanistic principles. Early on came the analogy with a

clock, then the telephone network, then the digital computer.

Today's “deep neural networks” (DNNs) are sometimes taken

as models, since they achieve fantastic performance accuracy

in human mental activities, discriminating objects, or

producing normal language.

Abstract

We recognize today's deep neural network (DNN) models of

language behaviors as engineering achievements. However,

what we know intuitively and scienti�cally about language

shows that what DNNs are and how they are trained on bare

texts, makes them poor models of mind and brain for

language organization, as it interacts with infant biology,

maturation, experience, unique principles, and natural law.
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Bowers et al. question the utility of using DNNs and related

methodology as models of vision with optical object

recognition and categorization as a rubric: They note a range

of empirical failures, experimental �aws, and principled

reasons why DNNs fail to include other vision facts.

Vision in large part organizes the independent physical world,

but human language lies at the internal extreme – almost

completely created by the human mind/brain. Accordingly,

investigations of language necessarily start with study of the

internal knowledge itself. What such investigations reveal

about language is inconsistent with DNNs that eschew

linguistic theories.

The poverty of the stimulus for children – limited

experience, and little explicit training result in

sophisticated language ability.

(a)

The immediate role in early child language of hierarchical

categories and computational constraints (e.g., on

anaphoric relations).

(b)

Structural elements of language syntax are discrete, the

number of combinations is in�nite.

(c)

The distinction between grammar (aka competence) and

behavior (aka performance) (note: DNNs are intentionally

dependent on actual language behaviors).

(d)

The role of maximum computational simplicity underlying

nature (Einstein's Miracle Creed; Chomsky, in press;

McDonough, 2022).

(e)
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Bowers et al. note the notorious �aw of DNNs: “…state-of-the-

art DNNs of natural language processing receive training that

far exceeds any human experience…. This highlights how

these DNNs are missing key human inductive biases that

facilitate the learning of natural languages but impair the

learning of unstructured languages (something akin to a

human language acquisition device)” (target article, sect. 5,

para. 2).

The term “inductive biases” re�ects an assumption that the

“poverty of the stimulus” can be overcome by a list of built-in

“priors” which increase the speed of gradual inductive

learning: Yet decades of research show that that language

emerges without any such general induction process. Rather

the evidence indicates an available universal grammar, which

de�nes limited structural options for all languages. Children

quickly latch onto particular options of their native language

from “signature sentences” (e.g., Gleitman & Landau, 2013;

Guasti, 2002; Yang, 2011).

The study of vision and language do share some features. For

example, in both domains, the structure is often clari�ed by

subtle cues, illuminating its critical properties. In vision, an

image of a panda plus a little visual noise is reported as a

gibbon for trained DNNs (Goodfellow et al., 2015).

Correspondingly in language research, “minimal pairs”

(sentences that vary slightly), can result in strong and reliable

di�erences in structure, interpretation, and grammaticality.

Language's discrete in�nity property ensures an endless

supply of such examples. Thus, large-scale DNN systems,

despite unlimited storage, and vast amounts of language
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data, do not reliably match human performance: Imitation

without the human language faculty.

Humans recognize that “the chicken is ready to eat” exhibits

structural ambiguity. DNN systems that explicitly compute

parses, for example, Google Natural Language, do not

recognize the ambiguity, preferring the sentential subject to

be subject of “eat.” Generative arti�cial intelligence (AI)

systems do not output parses, but we can still deduce

underlying grammatical relations by appending a question. In

the case of ChatGPT, we can ask for comment with “Is X an

ambiguous sentence?” This line of questioning reveals that it

assumes “chicken” is the object of “eat.” Swapping “children”

for “chicken” reveals ambiguity that it reports quite

disturbing. Context, for example, the relative proximity of

discourses involving cannibals, the story of Hansel and Gretel,

or hungry aliens, plays a relative role in ChatGPT's training.

In fact, ChatGPT uses a several thousand token context,

potentially capturing discourse phenomena. Consider “The

white rabbit jumped from behind the bushes. The animal

looked around and then he ran away.” For both humans and

ChatGPT, he, the animal and white rabbit are preferred to be

the same. But if the sentences are reversed in order, only

humans then treat “rabbit” as a di�erent entity from “animal,”

revealing a fundamental principle of anaphoric relations. If

DNN is to be a useful model of human behavior, we must

know which parameter out of the billions should be adjusted

to correct such divergence: Within the statistical enterprise,

such errors cannot be diagnosed nor �xed.
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The authors brie�y raise issues involving the evolution of

vision as constraining it gradually over many species and

eons. Most obvious, and important for vision science, cross-

species analogies are multiple and detailed, but not available

for language. The authors correctly say that, in spite of

claimed success at learning languages, “DNNs will also

happily learn [number agreement] in impossible languages

with…structures that are not found within any natural

languages and which humans struggle to process” (target

article, sect. 5, para. 2).

This di�erence between real syntactic rules and impossible

syntactic rules goes much deeper. Like DNNs, humans can

master both kinds of rules. Yet in humans, this has underlying

neurological correlates that re�ect what we know

independently about normal neurological processing of

language (e.g., Musso et al., 2003). Learning a real language

previously unknown to the subjects activates Broca's area:

But the same task with an impossible syntactic rule (e.g., a

rule that ignores hierarchical structure in favor of serial

position) activates only brain areas normally activated during

general problem-solving.

We have reviewed ways in which DNNs are empirically

inadequate and discordant with theories of language in

humans. Adequate or not, we have no idea how individual

trained DNNs do what they do: For a DNN to be

psychologically useful, we need a theory of the

“psychological” innards of the DNN, which is either the same

as the theory of human innards, or a unique theory of how

initially random associations are compiled from actual
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behaviors into a model that can be tested on humans (Bever,

Fodor, & Garrett, 1968).

Why not focus on attempts to organize and constrain DNNs

and other types of models so they comport with what we

already know about language, language learning, language

representations, and language behaviors? The answer for

DNNs is also their touted practical virtue, they learn from

actual text, free of hand tailored structural analysis. This

engineering virtue pyrrhically underlies why they are doomed

to be largely useless models for psychological research on

language.
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